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Inclusive society for Divyang – My dream 

Introduction: 

Helen Adam Keller was born on June 27, in Tuscumbia, Alabama in 1882. She was stricken by an illness 

that left her blind and deaf. Beginning in 1887, Keller’s teacher Preme Sulivana helped make tremendous 

progress with her ability to communicate and keler won’t on to college, graduating in 1904. She 

overcome the adversity of being blind and deaf to become one of 20th century’s leading humanitarians as 

well as co founder of AGOLU. 

“Optimism is the faith that leads 

document, nothing can be done 

without hope and confidence”- Helen 

Keller 

 

 

“Helen Keller Teaching Divyang Jan for inclusive growth” 

 That means Hellen is always doing all work with hope and confidence in his life. Our dream is inclusive 

society for Divyang is only achieve with hope of enhancement with confidence.  So inclusive means all 

together at equal line and society means environment where human being live together with different 

diversity of human. An inclusive society is a society that over ride differences of race, gender, class, 

generation, and geography and ensure inclusion, equality of opportunity as well as capability of all 

member of the society to determines on agreed set of social inclusion that govern social interaction. 

Expert group meeting on promoting social integration Held on July 2008. 

  In our society there are many type of human being. In this human being some people are very 

affluent to do watching, playing, writing, listening but apart from this people are not able to do anything 

without help of affluent people. But they have ability to do all work without help. 

 India having huge diversify people and the environment. In this environmental society there many kind 

of people in this some people are differently able or person with disability. And they are very weak and 

not treated as part of our society. They are thrown from their house. There many reason behind it likes 

barrier of education, communication, behavior, Physical etc. but apart from this barrier we saw dream 

that ”inclusive society for Divyang  means we are constricting that type of society where all diffretaly-

abled people are equal like other people. In this dream we saw that we walk together to achieve society 

which is inclusive for Divyang. 
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  Let take a step forward to inclusion of Divyang  Jan into everyday activities involves practices 

and policies designed to identify and remove barrier such as physical, communicational, attitudinal, 

cultural, social, political and skilled education etc. that hamper individual’s ability to have full 

participation in society. So let we go to remove barrier and build inclusive society for, by and with 

Divyang Jan. 

 

“Arunima Sinha – First differently abled female to climb Mount Everest” 
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In India there is huge diversity between people are found. We are on path of making society which is 

inclusive for all class of people. In this way we are in process to build inclusive society for person with 

disability and Indian Prime Minister is on way. He is much concerned about goal (dream) of inclusive 

society for Divyang Jan. He take much more inclusive ward on the place of person with disability is use 

as Divyang that means different work. It helps into change mindset people toward the differently able 

people. Government of India is very much concerned about the inclusion of differently-able person and 

make a barrier free environment for Divyang. In this way many initiative taken by the government and 

other institution. 

  Indian constitution is very much concerned about to empowerment of differently able people. It 

made many special rights to specially challenged people. It gives many person regarding Divyang. The 

RPWD act 1995 and amended act RPWD act 2016. 

Our education system is also work efficient 

toward Divyang inclusion. It provide many 

quality of education to Divyang people  

government also open many special school for  

Divyang people likes NIVH,BRA and Bal Sadan 

these are very special for visually Divyang 

people and many government local school are 

also make very efficient role to provide 

education to Divyang people . They are 

arranging infrastructure for these people and 

other s but government also make special 

teacher who understand the Divyang people. 

In figure 3.15 status of school attendance of 

disabled children 5-19 years by residence in 

india in percentage shown. 

Source- Disabled persons in India, a statistical profile 2016. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

In this field government  provides special B.Ed education for Divyang  student and  many NGO 

are also work toward  inclusive education to Divyang Jan like NFB etc and many MGO provide 

hostel. 

To provide accommodation to Divyang  Jan likes UJALA,BRA SEWA KUTIR etc are institution Many 

supporting NGO and government institutions are working to provide inclusive education to ‘Divyang Jan’   

and also guide them like NAB (national association for blind) eye way etc. in present time the 

government launches many program to skill to Divyang Jan like skill India mission, ‘Jan Dhan Yojana’ for 

financial inclusion to Divyang Jan etc. so we say that our education system is on the way of inclusive 

society for Divyang Jan. 
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In present many sports person win many medals in Asian games. Government and institution also 

working in the field of Divyang sports organize many sports event for Divyang Jan. 

Many Divyng sports person come forward and play games and also win medals for India, we know about 

India’s Blind Cricket teams, they win world cup for India many times and Divyang Athletic player also win 

many medals at international events 

Many government institution and NGO organize many event at different level and various sports, 

institution like Paralympics committee of India, National Federation of Blind and many colleges also 

organize meet for Divyang people like University of Delhi organize athletic meet for Divyang Jan through 

EOC (Equal opportunity Cell of  Delhi university) and government provide more accommodation to 

Divyang Jan free entry in stadium and free coach/trainer services, this type of activities promote Divyang 

Jan to come forward and prove themselves. 

We know that if we have money then we survive well for this purpose we need job and government also 

doing this work to create job and opportunities to Divyang Jan and take many initiative like enhance the 

reservation in government job 3 to 4 percent and open many special employment for Diyang Jan at 

different state and central level also. Many program like startup, standup, made in India and many 

entrepreneur development program run by government to enhance the Divyang Jan skill. In this way, 

many banking institution NHFDC and many state channelizing agencies are providing fund to Divyang Jan 

for their new startups, maximum funding 25 lacs with less amount of interest. This initiative are 

promoting to Divyang inclusion and create opportunities for Divyang . 

Government is also working on the mobility of Divyang people in our society. They work on road 

infrastructure like making sign path on road for visually impaired Divyang and sloping path for Divyang 

wheel chair, apart from the government make separate toilet for Divyang in swatch Bharat mission and 

also create the transportation facility in train, bus etc. and provide the travelling concession to Divyang. 

So we can say that Indian government is working towards the inclusive society for Divyang, they makes 

plans and policies for the inclusion of Divyang Jan but, implementation and management of plan and 

policy is very elastic and it not 

reaches at lower level of 

society where high ratio of 

Divyang Jan is. And its impact 

that Divyang life become 

burden on its life because they 

are forced to beg and they are 

not getting jobs since there 

are lack of job opportunity and 

they becomes burden on their 

family. And in some case 

family discard Divyang Jan. in 

India there are different states and all having different policy/rules regarding Divyang and they are also 

discriminate at state level policy like pension policy of different state. Lack of infrastructure 
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development like road transportation, separate toilet, school and lack of developed equipment, lack of 

side stick, blind stick and other necessary  which are required for the help of Divyang and IT facility also 

not much available at the hands of Divyang which is more necessary for inclusion of Divyang of our 

society. 

But, we know that the burning light never stop in stormy wind so how we stop toward to making of  

inclusive society for Divyang, we know many challenges in our path to achieve our dream society. So our 

government band our society are on path our dream society. They are facing many challenges but they 

are analyzing their SWOT and walk towards our dream society.  

 

“Arise! Awake! and stop not until the goal is 

reached” - Swami Vivekananda 

 

 

 

Government takes many initiatives like 

accessible India, skill India and Jan Dhan Yojana etc. “Conference on Jun 19, 2018 Indian-American 

underlines need for accessible, inclusive society for people with disabilities at UN focuses on the 

inspiring everyone in the society for their individual social responsibility towards the specially able and 

this sensitization, mass awareness and collective actions  by 

leaders and volunteers has yielded huge social impact over the 

last four years.” Indian government make separate ministry for 

Divyang Jan and many council and institution under the ministry 

of social justice empowerment to person with disability. And the 

objective to make skill development of Divyang as per industrial 

needs which make themselves to become gainful employment 

and contribute to India’s growing economy. One among the 

recent is the collaboration with Glasgow Kelvin College,  Scotland 

under UK-India Education and Research institute (UKIERI) to 

benchmark standard between India and Scotland in the area of 

Disability. Indian government plans and policies are facing 

towards to make inclusive society for Divyangs and Indian PM Mr. 

Narendra Modi always said that “ Sabka Saath Sabka Vikaas” and in this way the accessible India 

Campaign was launched in 2015 for barrier-free access to public skills and in virtual ecosystem. Rights of 

persons with disabilities Act also mandate the government to frame standards for accessibility in built 

the environment, transport system, information and communication technologies and in other public 

services. 
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Conclusion: 

India has some 40 to 80 million persons with disability. But low literacy, few jobs and widespread social 

stigma are making disabled people among the most excluded in India. Children with disability are less 

likely to be in school, disabled adults are more likely to be unemployed, and families with disabled 

member are often worse off than average. With better education and more access to jobs, people with 

disabilities can become an integral part of society. 

India has growing disability rights movement and one of the more progressive policy framework in the 

developing world. But, a lot more needs to be done in implementation and getting the basic right”. 

Newer thinking and better coordination of programs is called for. Preventive health program need to be 

deepened and all children screened at a young age. People with disability needs  to be better integrated 

into society by overcoming stigma; disabled adults are need to empowered with employable skills; and 

the private sector needs to be encouraged to employ them.  

 

Its key massage of UN-VOSAP (India) that everyone is temporarily-abled’ so people should not ignore 

the needs and rights of the ‘Divyang Jan’ and instead create accessible and inclusive society. I say that 

inclusive society for Divyang when children with disabilities learn in the same school as their non-

disabled peers with the support necessary for them to be successful there, the society is said to be 

“inclusive” society for Divyang. At the end I say that the word is less thing is more so we should brake 

barrier open the door and help to create inclusive society for Divyang in the front of open eye. 
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